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Designed with the
idea of printing
“Anything to just
about Everything”
p
 rint big and
many small items
a world of applications

The iUV series has a large 1150x 750mm

The UV printing market extends from simple product decoration to complex

through to complex injection molded

additive manufacturing. Designed with the idea of printing ‘Anything to just about
Everything’ bringing innovative answers to the most demanding decoration needs.
The iUV series provides the versatility, flexibility, and durability helping drive the
transformation of any item. The celebrated image quality of the iUV series printers
are ideally suited to giftware, souvenirs, packaging, 3D effects, displays, signage,
individual parts decoration, protoyping, industrial marking etc.
The iUV series delivers exceptional photo realistic colour. In addition to unmatched
material size and thickness capabilities, the printer utilizes CMYK, White and Clear
inks for stunning special effects including textures and simulated embossing. It all
adds up to powerful visual impact on POP displays, industrial parts, art, promotional
products and one or two-sided signs with variable data…
FLEXIBLE!

print bed that will print thin media films
parts up to 300mm thick – a simple
transition or setup to print on any media
is fully automated and imaging quality
is controlled via an intuitive RIP that was
developed for industrial and archival
quality photo quality printing. While the
iUV series is ideal for use with standard
materials like foamcore, plastic, wood,
glass and metal, it is also the perfect
solution if you want to print on hundreds
of USB drives, smartphone cases or
distinct items like guitar cases, water
bottles and more.
To make printing of different shapes
and sizes of materials effortless, the
iUV series is packed with special
features such as water cooled LED lamp
systems for heat sensitive media and an
automated media sensor, that detects
the surface height of a substrate,
resulting in a quicker, simpler and more
intuitive experience.
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The Compress iUV series gives you the freedom
to print exactly what you want, when you want
and virtually to whatever you want

manufacturing
Compress UV LED technology is an entirely new

placement. When configured with up to 6 colors

small footprint flatbed UV printer that brings

of CMYK – White and Clear, our 604mm wide print

cost-effective, on-demand color printing to the

width delivers 1400 dpi native print resolutions at

production floor for a multitude of substrates. The

incredible speed with remarkable color brilliance.

Compress iUV Series gives you the freedom to

Max print area of the iUV-600s is 604mm x 450mm

print exactly what you want, when you want and

(A2+) with an adjustable media height to 300mm

virtually to whatever you want. Fast color digital

(the largest media height of any printer in its class).

printing is possible for glass, metal, plastics, board

Max print area of the iUV-1200s is 1150mm x

stocks, acrylic and more. Even flexible media like
textiles and leather deliver the widest flexibility in
commercial printing options. The Compress iUV’s
flexibility means reduced waste, less inventory,
accelerated workflow, full color process printing
to a multitude of substrates with variable data
imprinting – attract new business and customers or
solve current production issues.
The Compress iUV industrial print head features
1440 nozzles capable of delivering a minimum
picolitre drop of just 3.5Ng for ultra fine dot

750mm (A1+) with an adjustable media height
to 300mm (again the largest media height of any
printer in its class).

original goods /OEM

Speeds up to 300 feet per hour in production mode

You are able to offer customers a vast array of

and 50 feet per hour in quality mode. Each ink
color is delivered via a 250ml pressurized ink tank
for constant ink feed to the damper. All white Inks
are pressurized and recirculated with filtering by
our patent pending WIMS (white ink management
system) for less downtime and ink issues in
general… low maintenance. Production ready.

customized products, including personalized gifts
for special anniversaries and other premium-value
items that are commonly used within the specialty or
corporate gifting markets.
The Compress iUV allows you to produce original
merchandise with ease by direct printing on 3D objects
such as common, commercially available articles. You
can turn the ordinary into the extraordinary, including
custom-designed smart phone and tablet cases, pens,
trophies and awards not too mention the vast array of
products readily available for decoration.

product prototypes &
production
For production of custom parts.
The Compress iUV allows you to print directly on
parts for industrial use, such as car interior parts,
injection molded closures, packaging etc, enabling
customization to meet a wider customer base.
Prototypes and production can be realized quickly
and inexpensively with no need for screen or plate
making. In comparison with pad printing multiple
colors can be decorated at increased speeds.
Making the compress iUV series an invaluable part
of the production line.
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The use of clear and white ink enables
you to come up with samples that have been
subjected to special printing processes, such
as spot varnishing and embossing.

Compress UV LED technology is an entirely new small
footprint flatbed UV printer that brings cost-effective,
on-demand color printing to the production floor for a
multitude of substrates

labels, decals, packaging prototypes & proofs
Print directly onto ANY label or board stock.

of substrates directly. Imagine proofing on the

An integrated roll to sheet media handling system

same media you will run on the press!

is incorporated for packaging, label production and

Direct printing on packaging materials leads to

proofing. The use of clear and white inks allows

quick production of prototypes that are highly

a diverse range of decoration processes that can

detailed and infinitely closer to the final article.

revolutionize the printing of labels, decals and

The entire process is streamlined, from the

packaging samples.

design, edit through to verification to colors.

The Compress iUV series can give labels a

The use of clear and white ink enables you to

high-end appearance with varnish and texture
representations that are created by the use of clear
ink. Printing can be performed onto a wide variety

come up with samples that have been subjected
to special printing processes, such as spot
varnishing and embossing.

in house sampling

The iUV series provides the versatility,

A major cost to any size business is sample production cost and the cost of time

flexibility, and durability helping drive the

lost in waiting on sample production. In-house digital printing is changing how
businesses approach their sample production by speeding up turn-around times

transformation of any item

and deeply cutting the cost of protoype production. Each of our class of printers
has the ability to produce samples because digital printing enables you to print
exactly the size and quantity needed. Even though the larger machines can print
in production mode, you can still print the desired quantity no matter how small.
Digital printing eliminates waste of material, time, and money.

Print: End-use Sectors - market share
2011
2016

e
 xpanding
markets

$Billion (constant 2010 prices
and exchange rates)

$Billion (constant 2010 prices
and exchange rates)

Global printing market to top

signs and displays

souvenirs and giftware

Ideal for window decorations, outdoor yard signs,

Impact printing of gifts and promo items.

in-store promotions, back lit signs, shelf wobblers

Perfect for adding value to corporate gifts and

and more – promote brands better – the iUV series
provides a profitable, flexible point-of-sale and
general signage display printer to enhance publicity
in store.
Creating large-size POP 3d displays with the iUV

$980 billion by 2018
The global printing industry is forecast

by incorporating flat bed and roll to sheet media

growth in packaging and labels, rather

promotional items – Compress printers quickly and

than graphic applications, and digital

precisely imprint even the smallest text, photos,
logos and other artwork on a wide variety of both
curved and flat items, including flasks, key chains,

changing. Digital printing is now

Print: End-use Sectors - market share
taking much more share, particularly
2011
2016

$Billion (constant 2010 prices
in graphics
and exchange rates)
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Projected growth of UV LEDs 2012-2017
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(i.e. non-packaging

UV Light Source Market Split by technology

and exchange rates)

applications). Digital’s share of the

UV Light Source Market Split by technology

whole market doubles in constant value
terms from 9.5% in 2008 to 19.7% by

3002018, when packaging is excluded this
364

results in an outstanding image. Now print CMYK

Labels and
Packaging
share

and white inks on transparent PET material for the

Labels and

is 23.5% in 2012 to 38.1% by Packaging

2018 although the print volume share

purpose of imparting an upscale impression. This

remains low, according to Smithers

allows printing on rigid media up to 300mm in

platform that will quickly be the favored work horse

& other

The print technology in use is also

pens, lighters, awards and photo frames.

apply clear ink for transparent rendering which

The iUV series is flexible and a true production

Labels and
Packaging

to a new market report by Smithers Pira.

back lit roll media with full-color printing and then

vacuum formed displays.

300 Commercial
145 Advertising
108

rather than analogue printing, according

flexibility. Print composite panels, glass panels or

height which can be used to produce high-impact

364

Labels and
Packaging

to reach $980 billion by 2018, driven by

Series printers is easy and the ideal size format
of 1150 x 750mm widens the printable options

300

Labels and
Packaging
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Pira. Digital generally commands much
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demonstrating the effectiveness of the
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65%

Traditional
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products.

with operators and brand managers alike.
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Bringing print production in-house,
the time saved on logistics and
handling allows for significant
cost savings and faster reaction to
changing market needs.

benefits

specifications

●● Six independent color channels

PRINT SPEEDS*

●● 1150 x 750mm print area with 300mm media height.

Draft (360dpi ranges):

●● Roll to sheet compatibility for roll media

@ 35m2 (@376ft2)

●● WIMS (white ink management system) onboard

Production (720dpi ranges):

●● All steel construction

@ 12m2 (@129ft2)

●● Dual LED water cooled variable watt low heat lamps

Quality (1440dpi ranges):

●● Inbuilt media height detection

@ 6m (@64ft )
2

2

●● Ink mist extraction

1310mm

1200mm

* B
 ased on dual CMYK.
Approximate figures
dependent on graphics
etc. and are a guide only.
White and clear can lower
production rates. Additional
print modes supported
within RIP. Print trials are
recommended prior to
production.

1210mm
Key Specifications

1810mm

600s

Printhead

1200s
On-demand inkjet (Micro Piezo) 1440 nozzles. 3.5Nq-42Nq drop
8 (Dual CMYK or 4* White/Clear plus CMYK)
(Y, M, C, K, Cl, Cl, W, W), (Y, M, C, K, Cl, Cl, Cl, Cl),
(Y, M, C, K, W, W, W, W), (Cl=Clear, W=White)

Color

variable data printing

3D printing and effects

Without requiring the plate-making process, the

Specialty sign manufacturers can utilise UV technology

iUV Series printers can speedily handle orders

for back lit signage or building emergency floorplans

for multi-kind and small-lot printing at low cost.

printed inclusive of ADA compliant braille right

Equipped with a variable data printing feature,

through to cottage industries producing bespoke

it can print individuals’ names, QR and IR codes,

packaging, boutique cosmetic and fragrance

Production Modes:

barcodes etc., with high efficiency. It’s flexibly

companies branding their products or souvenirs

Ink Specifications

meets customer needs particularly in production

companies. Additionally by bringing print production

Ink Type

iUV LED pigmented UV-curable inks

of corporate branded items as well as small-lot

in-house, the time saved on logistics and handling

Ink Volume

Individual 250ml refillable ink tanks available in 500 & 1000ml

industrial goods.

allows for significant cost savings and faster reaction

Ink Delivery

 ottle - pressurised CYMK
B
Bottle - pressurised re-circulation - white (WIMS) with filtration

to bringing product to market and responding to
changing market needs.

Print Area/Bed Size

604mm x 450mm (24” x 17.7”)
Min: 37 x 26mm (1.5” x 1”)
Max media height: 300mm (11.8”)
Bed Size: 650 x 450mm (25.6” x 17.7”)

1137mm x 750mm (44.7” x 29.5”)
Min: 37 x 26mm (1.5” x 1”)
Max media height: 300mm (11.8”)
Bed Size: 1150 x 750mm (45.3” x 29.5w”)

Resolution
Draft Modes:

360 x 360, 720 x 360, 720 x 720dpi
1440 x 720

Other Specifications
Operating System
Electrical

Microsoft® Windows® XP or later RIP - Print Pro
AC 110-240V, 50-60Hz, 10A, Consumption - 55W or less, Standby - 5W, Off - 1W

Dimensions
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Width x Depth x Height (mm)

1130(W) x 1200(H) x 1210(L)mm
44.5”(W) x 47”(H) x 47.6”(L)

1305(W) x 1310(H) x 1810(L)mm
51.4”(W) x 51.6”(H) x 71.3”(L)

Weight

178kg

310kg

[Box weight may vary]
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We’re green, or try as hard as we can to be a responsible corporate company
who takes our environment policies seriously. We endorse and partner
with suppliers who also adopt similar principles.
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